
The Kids Who Saved The World 

 

Once upon a time there was a village. It was in the middle of the jungle. The 

village was made of wood only and there were no electricity. One day an 

earthquake happened which was not expected at all! All of the people died 

except for two kids. They were the only two kids left alone in the village. One of 

the boy’s name was Rafe, he was 10 years old. The other boy’s name was Leo 

and he was of the same age. They both were best friends even and the only 

survivors. They both were sad because they had lost their families. They 

promised to each other to stick together always.  

Rafe was tired and said like the millionth time ‘‘I’m hungry.’’ ‘‘We’ll eventually 

find food’’, said Leo in a tired voice. They both were very tired and sleepy. ‘‘I’m 

sleepy’’, complained Rafe. “Fine, lets sleep “, said Leo.  Even it was hard to sleep 

when they were hungry but they slept. They did not know what big adventure 

was ahead of them.  

“Uuuuuugh”, yawned Leo.  

“I found food!” said Rafe in an excited voice very loudly which surprised Leo. ‘‘I 

found it when you were sleeping and I woke up early”. Leo took one of the 

raspberries and popped it in his mouth. ‘‘Hmmm…this is good, what else do you 

have?” Leo asked. ‘‘I have coconuts, bananas, and berries oh and after this let’s 

go for a walk”, said Rafe. They ate hungrily for few minutes and then Leo stood 

up and took a leaf from a tree and wiped his face with it, Rafe did the same 

thing with another leaf.  

Then they started walking for a little while. After few hours, Leo tripped on a 

rock and then they saw a big tree moved ahead and they gawked at it. They 

looked down into the hole where the tree was. They saw staircase leading 

underground to a different world that they had never seen or heard about that 

in their life. Rafe was the first one to talk and said,” Let’s go down and see 

what’s in there? ”. Leo was scared and curious at the same time too.  Finally, 



they decided to check it out even they were not sure that they should go in the 

hole.   

They went down and saw many kinds of minerals and other creatures that they 

had never seen before. It was a very amazing sight. That village was built by one 

kind of creatures. The creatures were 2 feet tall and of different in colors. They 

were kind of like human being except having four eyes.  One of them who were 

of purple color came to them and asked who are you? Leo and Rafe got scared 

but Leo stammered his and Rafe’s name in a scared voice.  A blue creature 

asked them politely,”What are you doing here? “Leo told him his own story 

about earthquake. We have no place to live. The blue and purple creatures 

called all the other colored (red, pink, green, black, white, magenta, scarlet, 

crimson, gold, silver, copper, robin’s egg, and more…) creatures and let them 

know about Rafe and Leo. Finally they decided to let them live with them 

because they were very friendly and kind. Rafe and Leo were happy that they 

got a place to live but were little scared because of their four eyes.  Rafe saw so 

many creatures walking moles as pets. Rafe was very surprised to see that. 

But Rafe found that creatures were very worried. So, he asked the reason to the 

red creature who was showing around the village. The creature replied that our 

home is going to be burnt down and we are going to die by lava in few days. 

“How do you know? “, Leo asked with question. “We can feel it but can’t fix the 

problem”, replied the gold creature in a sad voice.  

Both boys were very intelligent and helpful too. Rafe and Leo took few minutes 

to think how they can help them. They knew that the river is very near to the 

place where they were expecting lava. The river was huge enough to cool down 

the lava and save the village. Then they found the way and asked the creatures 

to make an underground tunnels from river to the lava and that is the only 

option to save the village.  

The creatures were not getting that like how to make a tunnel even. But Rafe 

said,” No worries, because we will use yours moles to dig one tunnel each”.   



The crimson creature yelled,” Are you sure about this?” Rafe said,”We think it’ll 

work 100 %”.  The green creature said,” Let’s follow the boy’s instructions 

because we are not doing any efforts to save ourselves anyway, and this is the 

last hope.” All of the creatures agreed and immediately they set their moles to 

work to make tunnels to put out water from a lake on the lava so the lava will 

convert into cobblestone. They did not have much time left. They used each 

mole for digging a hole in the earth. They thought it would be easy for the moles 

to dig holes from river towards the lava because the river was few yards away 

from the hot lava.  

They were assuming that it would take few days to make the holes because the 

lava was getting near to the ground and the full earth was getting hotter and 

hotter. But moles were pretty quick. They did a great job! Most of the moles 

were nearly done. All the creatures and the boys were hoping that the water 

will touch the lava and they can save the village from getting burnt.  

After the moles were done they escape by getting in the river and jumping onto 

the flat ground. After the water touched the melted stones it cooled down into 

cobblestones.  

The creatures thanked the boys for helping them and saved their village from 

getting burned to flames. The creatures made a feast for the boys and 

entertained them. They offered leadership to both kids. Leo and Rafe were very 

happy to hear that. They gave a big smile to each other and accepted their offer.  

 

The End 


